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official notice
Returningstudents must re-
apply for financial aid for the
1976-77 academic year. The
application deadline forretur-
ningstudents is April I,1976.
Returning students must
file a PCS or SFS, a S.U.
application for aidand a basic
grant application. Files must
be complete in the financial
aid office by April 1 toensure
maximum consideration for
aid.
per cent rule could be changed.
"The calculators should be put
away and the textbooks picked
up. The measurable syndromeis
good only toa point."
Dr. William Guppy,academic
vice president, stated "atten-
dance is a necessary condition,
especially when skills are to be
demonstrated."
THE 15 per cent attendance
rule and the optional-teacher
proposal are verysimilar,accor-
ding to Guppy. "In practice,
there is no difference. It is a
teacher's option anyway. Most
professors grade on perfor-
mance, not attendance."
He stated that ifateacher gives
a student a lowergrade because
he did not attend class, the
teacher should have documenta-
tion. Guppy,however,never has
known a student to fail because
of class attendance alone.
Guppy showeda different side
to this issue.
"Class attendance is not a
problem,"he said. "In fact, the
students really want to attend.
Martin Luther King Day was a
class holiday that was un-
scheduled at one time. But
because so many students came
and complained that they were
missing a paid class day, we
rescheduled classes on that day.
We now honor the dayin a way
that it won't conflict with the
class schedule. Thestudentsreal-
ly feel cheated if it isn't a
scheduled holiday and they
aren't getting their moneys
worth.The investment is mostof
it."
HE MENTIONED that the
students have several options
—
photo by terryRaines
AN ABUNDANCE of empty chairs are apparent in this
classroom. Should several absences affect a student's grade?
opento themif they feel theclass
is toomuch for them. They can
drop the class and have a
withdrawal placed on their
record. Overall, Guppy felt that
the attendance at S.U. is not a
John Schwarz,S.J., a history
professor, said the structure of
his class is designed tohighlight
the textbooks for the class. Yet
he said he has never had a
student in a class that missed a
lot of class and still managedto
do well. Schwarz said, I"re-
member when a student mis-
ses class, but Itry not to con-
sciously remember and hold it
against the student."
Students, when asked about
class attendance, were curious
about what the faculty had to
say. The student opinions were
similar to the faculty statements.
A SOPHOMORE nursing
major said that "I'vealwaysgone
to class. I've found that even
when Imiss and get the notes
from someone elseitstillisn't the
same. My notes are what is
important to me.It'sdifferent for
someoneelse."
The average answer to the
attendance issue was that every
student misses class once in
awhile, but they try to attend
regularly.
"With the prices I'm paying,I
want to get my moneys worth,"
one S.U. freshman said.
One finalreflection came from
astudent whofelt that classroom
attendance is not a problem at
"At a bigger university, you
wouldn't careifyoumissedclass,
because the classes are so big,
you're not missed at all. Here
you're not a number."
Finearts option incore causes controversy
At the last executive meeting
the conflict surfaced. Powers
said.
"I OPENED the floor for
commentson thecoreexpansion
and Fr.McDonald (chairman of
English department) said he'd
wished that the previouspolling
of the department chairmen had
been taken another wayand felt
that if they had polled in com-
(Continued on page 3)
siderable negative reaction from
the two disciplines affected
—
English and history," Powers
said. "Not only do they look at it
from a philosophical point of
viewbut some of them evenlook
at itfromanunderstandable self-
preservation way. They think
that, obviously, if they're going
togo into competition with fine
arts, theycould windup with less
students in their classrooms and
less need for them, therefore."
weje academic in nature,
philosophic in nature," Powers
said, "butnotsointense that they
were up in arms about it."
ASSUMING general ap-
proval, Powers sent theproposal
to William A. Guppy,academic
vice president,and received per-
mission to initiate the core ex-
pansion.
"After Dr. Guppy edicted the
core expansion there was con-
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65 per cent of state work study.
Consequently,"the University is
attempting to replace as many
positions as possible with work-
study students," Lawlor stated.
TWO OF the five students
with plant-maintenance jobs
have alreadybeen reemployedat
Campion Towers, Lawlor said,
and arrangementsareunderway
to employ the other three.
The two student security
guards were laid off when Clint
Sharpe was re-hired due to
questions about the legality of
his discharge, according to
Lawlor's letter. Thestudents had
been hired to take hisplacewhen
Sharpe was dismissed.
"Obviously Mr. Sharpe had
longevity but more importantly,
for the sakeof performance and
efficiency, preference naturally
fell to one full time person over
twopart-time," the letter stated.
INREGARD toallegationsof
poor management, Lawlor said
mainly the lay-offs took place
"because of a cooperative effort
tomake maximum useoflimited
funds."
This is not to say the budget
was overspent, Lawlor added.
As the year goes on and ex-
penditures increase, it becomes
necessary to cut back wherever
possible and using more work-
study helps, Lawlor said.
by Suzanne Bradley
Class attendance is one
variable factor in determining
grades. Faculty and students
gave their opinions on the
amount of stress they believe is
placed on class attendance here
at S.U.
Presently, the S.U. policy
towardclass attendance is, "The
instructor has the option of fail-
ing a student who by the endof
the quarter has missed 15 per
cent or more of the class and
laboratory sessions. Absence is
counted from the first scheduled
day."
IN THE MINUTES of the
April 21, 1975 academic council
meeting, a proposed rule of
attendance would leave thedeci-
sion of class attendance to the
teacher and remove the 15 per
"cent rule. The proposition was
agreed uponunanimously,yet it
never went any further. A dis-
agreement on whether the new
proposal would give the teacher
toomuch liberty, let the present
15 per cent rule stand.
JamesG.Powers,S.J.,deanof
arts and sciences,articulated his
ideas onclass attendance inrela-
tion to grades.
"A balance must be struck
between two extremes and op-
posite views which look toclass
attendance," he said.
"ONE GROUP -small
fortunately believes classroom
attendance is never proper. For
these,education is anautomatic
affair. At the least, these inter-
pret a university as a cor-
respondence school where little
or no contact is discernible.
Some students, on the other
hand, avow that their mere
physical presence obligates the
teacher to give them at least aB,
but preferably an A for en-
durance and good will."
Class attendance at S.U. on
the whole. Powers said, is good
because the courses are not
pushovers and tuition prices
make the student appreciate the
transmission of knowledge. He
also said he felt certain courses,
like chemistry, demand daily
attendance. The teacher should
state the class requirements at
the beginning of the quarter,
Powers said,and if attendance is
important to the class, it should
be evident in the class demands.
WHEN ASKED if he ever
failed a student because of poor
class attendance,he said,no,not
directly.
"I usually talk to students if
they are doing poorly," he said.
"It might have to do with poor
classroom attendance. What 1
cover inclass helpsthemread the
material for the class. If they
continually miss class, it shows
up. Usually the good students
come to class.
Powers said he felt that the 15
POWERS SAID he personal-
ly opposed theproposed increase
of requiredcourses,maintaining
that more mandatory credits
merely serves to deplete the
student's elective credits.
"Right now the student is
laboring under parameters of65
core credits," Powersexplained.
"1 knew the administration
would notpermitanincrease and
Icertainly knew the students
themselves simplycould notbear
another fivecredits to be excised
from their schedule and given to
fine arts."
The academic council failed to
unanimously approve this
proposal also. Powers then
decided to give the students the
fine arts choice for arts and
sciences only, instead of the en-
tire University as waspreviously
proposed. To initiate this
proposal,Powers said,he didnot
need the approval of the
academic council because it per-
tained to artsand sciences only.
"IT'S KIND of an internal
affair," he said. "It doesn't take
anything out of the core, and it
doesn't add to the total core
credits but if it did it would
certainly have to go before the
academic council."
Before any decision wasmade
on expanding the core choices
forartsand sciences. Powers said
he contacted all department
chairmen within thecollegeover
Christmas.Of the 16 department
chairmen, only three had reser-
vations on instating the fine arts
option.
"The chairmen's objections
Student terminations
violate S.U. policy
A recent expansion in the
academic core requirement for
the Collegeof Arts and Sciences
has caused dissension among
that college's faculty and ad-
ministration.
Despite the conflict,however,
James Powers, S.J., dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, in
an executive meeting yesterday
announced that he wouldsustain
his original decision to change
the core curriculum.
Effective next quarter,
students in artsand sciences may
take fine arts 101, 102, or103 in
place of five credits of core re-
quired in history or English
literature. Eileen Ridgway, dean
of the School of Nursing, has
alsoopted for thechangeincore
for nursing students.
THE PURPOSE of expan-
ding the core is to give students
the option to choose a fine arts
course over the presently-
mandatory history and English
courses, according to Powers.
The expansion was suggested
by the fine arts faculty in August
of 1973.
"They(fine arts faculty) made
a very strongand what 1 thought
valid casefor fine art's introduc-
tion as an elective in the core,"
Powers said. "They see in a
liberal arts college a lacuna in
liberal arts if fine arts is not
included."
The S.U. academic council,
however,electednot toaccept an
expansion of the core
curriculum, suggesting that an
expansionof the number ofcore
credits would bemore beneficial.
Powers said.
by Nathalie Weber
by Tim Brown
The University is making
every effort to find employment
for those students who lost their
jobs recently under plant
management, according to John
Lawler, S.J., executive vice-
president.
Five students lost their jobsat
plant management at the begin-
ning of this quarter after being
assured before Christmas break
that they wouldnot be laid off.
Two student security guards
were also let go when Clint
Sharpe, security officer, was re-
hired by .the University.
Last week, the ASSU senate
sent a letter to the University
objecting to the "unfair treat-
ment these students have receiv-
ed and the indifferent attitude
they have encountered from
members of theadministration."
It further urged that the students
be reinstated, placed in a job
elsewhere,or otherwise compen-
sated.
THE LAY-OFFS, the letter
stated, were "the result of poor
management practices and
political struggle among
members of the University ad-
ministration,rather than any in-
competence of the student
employes."
The method of termination
was termed "counter toboth the
ideals of the University and
ethical standards of business."
The plant employes were ter-
minated contrary to previous
assurances, while the security
guards were simply taken off the
schedule without beingnotified.
The plant lay-offs, Lawlor
stated in a letter to the senate,
occurred because of tight budget
restrictions and an attempt to
replace as many regular salary
students as possible with work-
study students.
S.U. currently employs 98
work-study students and 178
non-work-study students. The
government pays 80 per cent of
work-study students'salaries, or
Wanted: Interested S.U. students with leadership
capabilities and desire to improve University by working in
legislative body. Must be able to work under certaindegree of
frustration from generally unresponsive student body and
criticism from dissatisfied individuals.
Salaries range from full topartial financialaid. Positions,
pending majority vote of a small number of voting students,
begin springquarterand endwinter quarternext school year.
THE ASSUELECTIONS,scheduled for Feb. 17, opens
positions for president, first vice president, second vice
president and treasurer.Senate seats five,six,seven and eight,
as well as four positions on the judicial board, are open.
The student must be accessible to students; present
student opinions; devote time tomeetingsand committeesand
be ona person-to-person level withadministrationand media.
Nextyearoffers other challenges.Thenew administration
will have settled from the reshuffling and begin in new
directions. A student-attitude survey, conducted by the
provost's office last quarter,noted student interests and long-
termgoals.
THEAGEof the average S.U.student,according to Bob
Casey, ASSU first vice president,is 25.BillBarker,32,recently
appointed ASSU senator, represents the older-student seg-
ment of S.U. But more older students should be represented.
Political science and pre-law majors should work in
student government whichoffers experience and some formof
financial aid.
Women students, minority students and others who
demand that they be heard, should be represented in the
student senate.
IF YOU WANT something done, do it yourself.
You've got all of next year as a member of the student
senate to do it.If you've never worked instudent government
before, the present officers are willing to help out.
Sign up at the ASSU office and be heard.
ofaudio-visual services at S.U.
Ihave been a student worker
in the School of Education since
the beginning of summer last
year. The A-V Center had
limited services until Scott
Mauermann was hired on
August 1.
Since then it has become a
working reality. The equipment
is checked out and taken careof
properly, old outdated books
and catalogs have been sifted
through and help is providedby
someone who understands the
equipment. The change in that
room has been phenomenal.
Everythingis in order andclean.
Besides doingall this,Scott is
an interesting person to know.
He is not a stuffed shirt ad-
ministrator,rather hehasasense
of humorand is verypersonable.
When 1learned The Spectator
was to do an article Iwas pleas-
ed. However, instead of finding
human interest, the article read
like a want ad for student
workers, which, though needed,
cannot be hired without a stu-
dent worker budget increase.
The article was stiff and
lifeless; regretably since Scott
Mauermann is oneof the most
energetic personalities on cam-
pus. Unfortunately the potential
for an interesting and enter-
taining article was passed over.
Sincerely
StephenO. Schilling
correction
The name of the director of
the audio-visual center, Scott
Mauermann, incorrectly was
spelled Maurbuam in last
week's Spectator.
The Spectator regrets the
error.
ing at the University.
I honor Mr. Gallucci's
diplomatic approach to his
resignation and his attempts not
tomake waves in doingso.Iam
not, however,satisfied with this.
Mr. Gallucci is far too valuable
an asset to our university to just
softly wave goodbyeashe leaves.
Ifadministrative policy is incom-
patible and irreconcilable with
the needs of our finest teachers,
perhaps it is time for students to
demand an accounting of, and
for, theseadministrativepolicies.
The primary function of a
university is to teach. The
primary function of the ad-
ministration is to facilitate said
teaching. Mr. Gallucci certainly
is doing his job,as witnessed by
high student satisfaction withhis
work. The question is: is the
administration doing itsjob? The
matter ofMr.Gallucci's resigna-
tion, 1 believe, gives us a good
opportunity to find out.
Sincerely,
Robert Press
clarify
reality
To the editor.
In regards to last week'sarticle
"A-V center lacks staff please
allow me to clarify. The A-V
center remains under the direc-
tion of the Schoolof Education-
andmy namenever hasbeen nor
will it ever be "Maurbaum." I
was born a Mauermann and
am quite pleased to remain so.
Yours,
Scott G. Mauermann
A-V Center
To the editor:
Ihave no idea who Scott
Maurbaum is, but Ido know
Scott Mauermann, the director
valid
To the editor:
In its concern that courses
offered at S.U. are "receptive to
the ever-changing needs of the
students," the ASSU senate has
passed a resolution urging the
University to sponsor a yearly
teacher-course evaluation.
The procedure for implemen-
ting thisproposalisanopenone.
A possible suggestion is that
these evaluations originate from
within each individual school in
hope that the survey would
better serve the particular needs
and desires of that school. The
School of Arts and Sciences is
now workingonsuchaproposal,
and Iwould suggest that itcould
be a model for all schools of the
University.
Whatever the answer, the
teacher-course evaluation is an
important need to which the
University should turn its atten-
tion. Ibelieve evaluation is a
valid and valuable tool in the
ever-present concern for open
lines of communication between
academic, administrative, and
student oriented concerns.
Sincerely,
Fr. Mick Larkin, S.J.
Vice President for Students
spirit
To the editor:
Iam pleased to see that the
spirit of investigative reporting
has motivated The Spectator to
inquire into the resignation of
Bill Stephens. Iwould like to
suggest another target for your
zeal, the resignation of Joseph
Gallucci of the fine arts depart-
ment.His reasons for leavingare
not spelledout,butmerely stated
as a break with administrative
policy, which precludeshis stay-
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Senate meeting
Fired student aid awaited
Self-preservationat
core of reasoning
Editorial
ASSU elections:
student want ad
In the face of increasing pressure,James Powers, S.J.,
dean of theCollege of Arts and Sciences,yesterdayannounced
he would sustainhis decision to offer a fine arts option to the
already-mandatory Englishand history core in the College of
Arts and Science. The Spectator supports this decision.
Although the surface explanation is that the English and
history courses are essential(implying, therefore, that the fine
arts coursesare not), we would like to raisea question: How is
what is "essential" to our education determined? Powers,
anEnglishprofessoras well asdean,admitted that hecouldnot
truthfully say that hefelt the Englishcourse heisnow teaching
is superior to the fine arts cores. Powers explained that some
studentsare interested in the literatureandothers aretired of it
from high school. In the latter's case, he said,perhaps a fine
arts course would be beneficial.
THE SPECTATOR maintains that the stronger deter-
mining factor for the departments involved— particularly
English and history— is self-preservation. Nothing has been
changed in the core except to give students a choice,a choice
which could prove threatening to the present captured-
audience security of the mandatory English andhistory core
courses.
Ifa student is obviously lacking in English or history his
adviser is free toguide him in that direction. It should notbe
categorically assumed that all students need bothEnglishand
history— or is it that both history and English need the
students?
Senators Rich Morse and Marie Sullivan
— photo bysieve celle
Rod Harmon, voted in by
mistake to the student
publications board, wasreplaced
by Senator Rich Morse. The
position must be held byasenate
member rather than a senate
appointee.It was noted that the
board does not choose the Spec-
tator editor.
proposed remodeling of the
Chieftain.
Kirn Ravet, ASSU secretary,
was approved as election board
coordinator of the upcoming
ASSU elections. She will
supervise the voting machines,
procedures, times and voting
totals.
Thesenateexpectsastatement
or action from the S.U. ad-
ministration concerning the
senate resolution to aid fired
student plant-management
employes,it wasnotedSunday at
the ASSU senate meeting in the
Chieftain lounge.
The request was sent to Ed-
mund G. Ryan, S.J., S.U. presi-
dent; John Lawlor, S.J., ad-
ministration assistant to the
president; Dr. Virginia Parks,
vice president for business and
finance,andJoeGardiner,direc-
tor of plant management. They
recently attended a president
cabinet meeting to discuss the
compensation appeal, it was
reported to the senate.
ALSODURING the meeting,
senate committees chose two of
18 priorities from the Jan. 24
planningsessionforfurthercom-
mittee action.
The student minority affairs
committee and the finance com-
mittee selected the Chieftain's
renovation as their goal. It is in
preliminary stages. Bob Casey,
ASSU first vice president, said.
Plans for the proposed
renovation for the Chieftain
building was timed a bit too
early, Casey said. The ROTC,
which uses the Chieftain base-
ment for storageand targetprac-
tice, would be relocated and
replaced by the ASSU, AWS,
Aegis and Spectator offices. Its
status remains to be checked,
Casey said.
Another consideration is a
cost estimate and possible
changes in the architectural
plans by architects to be con-
tacted by Mick Larkin,S.J., vice
president for students.
SOME senators voiceda need
for student response to the
Letters to the editor
by Teresa Wippel
Discounts on merchandise
given to employees in depart-
ment stores are common prac-
tice, right? So why should dis-
counts for S.U. faculty members
at the bookstore be regarded as
unfair?
These questions were among
the ones raised by S.U. faculty
members after Genevieve
Weston, manager of the
bookstore for 24 years, stated
that she sees "noreason whythey
should get a discount any more
than anyone else."
Weston explained that faculty
members have received a 10 per
cent discount onbooks and a 20
percentdiscount onsupply items
since she has been there.
Professors adopting a text for
their students receive copies free
as longas anorder often textsgo
out. Therefore,thebooks faculty
members acquire witha discount
are usually for their own use.
"YOU BUY books to keep
up,"Dr.Joseph Monda,English
department, commented. "It's
like the tools of the trade." If the
discount were discontinued,
Monda said he would probably
"go buy somewhere else."
James Reichmann,S.J.,chair-
man of the philosophy depart-
ment, said he would view the
revoking of the discount "in a
conditioned way, depending
upon the financial health of the
bookstore itself. We would want
it to pay its way." Reichmann
said he felt,"It isagoodpolicy to
extend certain privileges to the
faculty."
Dr. Erlinda Rustia, English
department, said,"As far as I'm
concerned, it (the discount) is a
nice service. You think teachers
deserve fringe benefits. They
send the students tobuybooks."
IN1971,according toWeston,
a bookstore committee was
organized to takecareof faculty-
Thoreau's principle
stillapplicable today
by Josephine Mallo
Dr. Virginia L. Parks, finan-
cial consultant to the president,
has been appointed as the new
vice president for finance and
business,EdmundG.Ryan,S.J.,
S.U.president,announced Mon-
day.
Parks, who was acting
business vice president after the
resignation ofMichael R.Moore
fall quarter,has held the position
as financial consultant sinceJan.
I.
SHE HOLDS a master's
degree in business administra-
tion and a Ph.D. in economics
from the University of Houston.
Also a CPA,Parkscame to S.U.
in 1972 as chairman of the ac-
counting department of the
Albers School of Business. She
held that position until 1973.
Parks initiated the school's
master of science in business
program which beganinsummer
1975 after twoyears of planning
and research.
She also helped in the plan-
ning of the VITA, a student-
assistance business program in
preparing income tax.
by Don Foran, S.J.
Life with Principle:An occasional column reflectingon
contemporaryculture and alternativefutures.
In1863 Henry David ThorQau publisheda speechhe had
delivered four years earlier. He entitled the published work
"Life Without Principle."
He began, "Let us consider the way we live our lives."
His chief concern was the busyness and triviality of life,
and the fact that "if 1choose todevote myself to certainlabors
which yield more real profit, but little money,people may be
inclined to look on me as an idler," whereas "to have done
anything by which youearned money merely is to have been
truly idle or worse."
THEAIMOFthelaborer,Thoreaumaintains,"should be
not to get his living, to get 'a good job,'but to perform wella
certain work.An efficient and valuable man does what he can,
whether the community pays him for it or not."
Well, we've comea longway from HenryDavidThoreau.
The profit-motive is oftenat odds with action from principle.
Henry was an idealist, basing much of his philosophy
upon the New Testament and the Eastern religions, so his
challenge, "you must get your living from loving," may seem
woefully inadequate to the present human condition.But is it?
THE NEW commandment of Christ— to "love one
another"— was not abstract. Jesus was a healer; He lay down
His life for the needyof His own timesand those,like us, who
were yet tocome. Hechallengedothers to"sell all"andfollow,
seeking fulfillment on the via dolorosa. Thoreau,in his time,
did not pull his punches when he affirmed that "a man had
better starve at once than lose his innocence in the process of
gettinghis bread." Shades of "What does itprofit a person to
gain the whole world and suffer the loss of his soul?"
In light of all this, 1 want to make an unconventional
proposal. (Thoreausays "conventionalitiesareat lengthasbad
as impurities".) Theproposal is a limited political response to
world hunger.
Must we and should we face school and life with business
as usual, "as if we were all husk and shell,with no tender and
living kernel to us?" With Thoreau,1 think not.
The Spectator/Thursday, February 5, 1976/ 3
Should faculty receive bookstore discounts?
bookstore relations. This com-
mittee met regularly for a year.
and consisted of two faculty
members, two students, the
financial vice-president and
Weston.
in this University generallyare."
Its purpose "was tohave asoun-
dingboard for faculty input," he
said.
James G. Powers, S.J., dean,
College of Arts and Sciences,
"It Is good policy to extend certain
privileges to the faculty."
Kenneth MacLean, English
department,wasoneof thefacul-
ty members of the committee,
MacLean said the committee
"was as successful ascommittees
was the other faculty committee
members Powers explained the
committee dealt with such
problems as the faculty ordering
too many books and the books
ordered for certain: classes not
arriving on time. "Some of the
professors wereanxious that this
would be improved," Powers
said. "Theywanted to have some
kind of group bird-dogging the
operation." According to
MacLean, the committee just
stopped meeting and was even-
tually disbanded.
DR. VIRGINIA Parks, vice
president of business and
finance, said revoking the dis-
count was "certainly not
something being considered at
this time." Parks commented
that "suchpractice(thediscount)
is fairly common" among
employes of any organization.
When asked if another
bookstore committee could be
formed if the interest arose,
Parks said it was her impression
that "people are not dissatisfied
with the bookstore. If there are
suggestions,Iwould bedelighted
to hear them," Parks added.
The majority of S.U.students
questioned appeared to be
satisfied with the bookstore
itself,and saw no real need fora
committee. As for faculty dis-
count, as one student put it, "It
doesn't bother me. one way or
another. It probably compen-
sates for their low salaries."
ly been losing money because it
costs more to operate than the
students living in the dorm are
currentlypaying,according toan
administrative source.
INREPLY to theabove infor-
mation, Parks said, "That is
currently under study. It is too
early to comment on until the
president has achance to review
the budget. 1wouldhave to look
back at the budget for the last
five years and see if that is the
case."
Replying to the question that
mix-ups in check authorizations
and check signatures have caus-
ed foul-ups inbill paymentsand
'
ordering of supplies, Parks said
that sherelied onthecontroller's
office in solving these problems.
Dr. VirginiaParks — photo by terry games
"That is a question for the
trustees," she said. "The
February meeting is where the
president will submit his
recommended budget." Parks
added that it is not uncommon
for private institutions to raise
tuition to meet the inflation.
IN REFERENCE to the
reported tuitionincrease atGon-
zaga, she said that private in-
stitutions inSeattle,suchas PLU
and SPC, are a better frame of
t
reference than Gonzaga, due to
the different economic con-
ditions.
"S.U. has not been known to
raise its tuitionbecause someone
else did," she said. "I'll have to
look at the finances."
Bellarmine Hall has reported-
Asked if he thought the fine
arts option wouldhaveanyeffect
upon the history department's
staffing or budget, Saltvig said
he did not know.
Parks new v.p. for business-finance
Besides holding the Ernst &
Ernst Doctoral Desertation
Award, Parks also has had ex-
perience as a generalaccounting
supervisor and assistant con-
troller for Hughes Tool Co. in
Houston, Tex. Shealso has had
consulting experience with
several law firms.
"IT'SBEEN nice beingacon-
sultant to see how the problems
are and it's really been in-
teresting," Parks said. "There
really has not been enough time
to tell withall this budgetingand
finalizing the budget."
The office of the financial vice
president has broad respon-
sibilities. Parks said. One is the
responsibility over departments
which include plant manage-
ment, bookstore, duplicating
center.
"There alsois the responsibili-
ty for all theinternal accounting,
such as tuition collection, dis-
bursement of salary checks and
accountingoperations,"shesaid.
ANOTHER broader respon-
sibility of her office is the finan-
cing of the University. "Where
we are going to get the dollars,"
she said."We find that one of the
biggestconcerns is the managing
and the getting of the funds.Itis
a challenge to efficient handl-
ing."
Concerning the topic of the
University budget ontheagenda
of the upcoming board of
trustees meeting, Parks did not
say whether a tuition increase
will be discussed.
Core expansion . ..
he feels somechanges in the core
arenecessary,but that he would
prefer adding credits to the core
rather than giving options to the
already-existing65 credit core.
tnon,out ofthat dynamics would
have come a different vote,"
Powers said.
McDonald requested another
poll which endedinseven voting
for thechange,sevenagainst and
two abstentions, Powers said, a
far cry from the original three
reservations.
"I'mcertainly respectful of the
fact that people,for a variety of
reasons including pressure, can
change their parameterof think-
ing," Powers said. He did,
however, announce yesterday
that he would sustain the core
expansionregardlessof thelatest
vote.
DR.BEN (.'ashman,executive
board member, maintains that
the latest vote was not to
promoteaction,but only for the
record. Cashman said he asked
McDonald if it was his (Mc-
Donald's) purpose was for
reconsideration of theresolution
and that McDonald said that it
wasjust togive himsomethingto
go on while he talked to his
faculty on this matter.
"1couldn't figure out why we
were voting because we weren't
voting on anything of sub-
stance,"Cashman said. "Itseems
tome if you want it reconsidered
you make a motion for recon-
sideration."
McDonald would not com-
ment.
Dr. Robert Saltvig, chairman
of the history department,said
\ Is thereabetterreason j
£ to sendanFTD Loveßundle? ":
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jobs available
professional writing awards.
Some awards include the
Steinway Award in 1965 for ser-
vice tomusic andarts: theSeattle
Citizens' Planning Council's
Man-of-the-Year award in 1966
for concern on planning, en-
vironment, design and ecology;
and the Italian community's
Man-of-the Year Award for ser-
vice to thecommunity andpublic
affairs.
Under his direction. The P.I.
won three consecutive awards as
the top Hearst newspaperin the
U.S. and in 1969 won the
National Brotherhood Award
for its coverage of racial and
human relations.
While at The Times Guzzo
expanded his department's
coverage tonew areas, including
design, environment, planning,
beautification, ecology and the
quality of life.
Lou Guzzo
tor for Ray on her appointment
as Assistant Secretary of State.
A FORMER editorial writer
for both Seattle publications,
Guzzo has won several
The following jobs are available through the Career
Planning and Placement Office, Bellarmine Hall 115.
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES WORKER,
$600-5800,to work with mentally retarded clients, temporary
but with possibility of permanent position, Moses Lake,
Wash., closes Feb. 18.
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS CONSULTANT, $1,155-
$1,475, B.A. in related field and two years experience in a
governmental agency required, closes Feb. 11.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST (Inorganic or Physical),
$12,000-$17,000, B.S. or M.S. in analytical chemistry,
graduate from top one-third of class, closes Feb. 23.
ASSOCIATE DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR, $11,000
mm., fund raising experience, closes March 1.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, $10,020-
$15,180, experience with news media, closes Feb. 17.
DATA PROCESSING SUPERVISOR, $969$1,091 a
month, two years of college level computer technology or
related education required, closes Feb. 9.
Note
Also available in the Office of Career Planning and
Placement is the Federal Directory for Summer Jobs with
descriptions and filing deadlines for applications.
Available for reference is the U.S. Department of Labor's
pamphlet, "Do You Want A Summer Job? Tips on How to
Find One."
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Louis R. Guzzo, former ex-
ecutive editor of the Seattle
P.-1., will join S.U.s jour-
nalism department as adjunct
professor for the 1976 spring
quarter.
The journalist will teach
courses in newsediting and
reviewing the arts.
GUZZO, a Cleveland native,
worked for 15 years with the
Seattle Times as music,arts and
dramaeditor.
He later joined the Post-
Intelligencer staff in 1965 as
assistant managing editor and
later managing editor and ex-
ecutive editor.
Retiring from theP.I. in 1976
to become communications con-
sultant to Dr. Dixy Lee Ray,
chairman of the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Guzzo
later became publicaffairs direc-
Quality of life, care for defective discussed
— photoby garymckinney
ROD HARMON, David Shurtleff, Robert McLaughlin, Pat Burke and Kenneth
VanDerhoef (not pictured) discuss euthanasia for the 'defective1unborn.
rights," he said. "Iagree that it's
not aquestion of preserving life
at all costs, so 1 think that a
quality of life criteria must enter
into even basic natural-law
criteria, Burke said.
IN REPLY to McLaughlin,
Burke suggested perhaps it is a
lack ofcourage that allows us to
uponus in acting."
Burke, S.U. philosophy
professor, agreed in part with
McLaughlin.pointingoutthat in
the Judeo-Christian tradition,
the sanctity of life is not
something that has been
employed indiscriminately.
"The right to life has always
been bound up with other
embrace euthanasia as a way to
avoid suffering.
Burke concluded, saying he
like Shurtleffs solution.
"Just because this infant is
incarcerated is no reason whywe
have to complicate this infant's
problem by abandoning him—
by denying him love,care and
warmth."
Guzzo to teach journalism
we would move toward a better
way to deal with defective
children, Shurtleff said. He
proposed providing achild with
love, warmth and care rather
than isolating it.
VANDERHOEF, Seattle at-
torney and former president of
the National Right to Life com-
mittee, denied the responsibility
of the legalprofession to develop
a solution. The quality of life is
purelysubjective, he said,andso
we cannot set a strict standard.
"The legal system has been
built to the pointof a panacea,"
Vanderhoef said. "Weareasking
a system to insulate us from
liability andresponsibility,and it
willnever be done. We canmake
anything legal that wewant, but
we may not be able to make it
right. A legal definition is not
going toeliminate the subjective,
the basic responsibility" of
deciding what is right, he said.
McLaughlin, Presbyterian
minister and chaplain at
Children's Orthopedic Hospital,
disagreed with the concept of
maintaining any and all life.
"IT SEEMS to me that we
have come to the position that
life under any circumstance, as
longas it ishumanlife,should be
maintained," he said. "1 wonder
if loveandmercywould not lead
us to the courage of taking the
dangerand ambiguity and guilt
We should consider the quali-
ty of life as defined from the
child's point of view rather than
society's,David B.Shurtleff said
at yesterday's interface on
"Euthanasia for the 'defective'
newborn: Who should live?"
The discussion, sponsoredby
S.U. Students for LIFE, was
held before a large crowd in the
upper Chieftain lounge.
Shurtleff, pediatrician and
head of the Division of Con-
genital Defects at Children's
Orthopedic Hospital, was the
principal speakeron the subject.
Responding to his presentation
were Kenneth Vanderhoef,
Robert McLaughlin and J.
Patrick Burke.
HE WOULD reject any
attempt toset guidelines onwho
is human and who is not,
Shurtleff said. He termed eu-
thanasia animmoral, illegalcon-
cept in thissocietyand should be
a repugnant idea. We cannot
operate on a utilitarian ethic, he
said.
The pediatrician defined eu-
thanasia as the willful, positive
and active termination of life.
Shurtleff defined passive eu-
thanasia as providing ordinary
life-saving care. This issue is
complicated by technology
'which changes what is ordinary
care, he said.
By considering the quality of
life from thechild'spointofview.
WOODSY OWL FOR
NATURALBEAUTY!
We just can't depend on the other guy to keepour
outdoors beautiful. It's up to each and every one of
us to preventsight pollution and to make Americaa
better place to live. For ways you can help, send for
Woodsy Owl's anti-pollutionposter. It's yours free
» when you writeWoodsy Owl,Forest Service, U.S.D.A.,
Washington, D.C. 20250.
And remember,givea hoot,don'tpollute.
Don't be adirty bird,no matter whereyou go.
GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source
—
items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessiona!
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-
-graduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corpora-
tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations.Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.
BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dcpt. 214.102 Charles Street,Boston, Mass.02114.
Please rush me copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
Iam enclosing S - (check or money order).
Name
Adddress
City . State Zip
© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.
Valente said. "Thecraftsmen and
artists whodid the workactually
poured their hearts and souls
into their creations," he said.
THE PROFESSOR-turned-
tourist also visited theDuoma or
St. Matthew's Cathedral in
Salerno where St. Matthew is
buried.
The tomb of Scipios, victor
over Hannibal and a Valente
historical favorite, was onesight
ofsignificance. Othersights were
the Colosseum; the tombs of
Hadrian and Augustus; the
gravesof Shelleyand Keats; the
Spanish Steps, theAra Pacisand
a museum he highly
recommends.
The Museum of Roman
Civilization (translated into
English) represents different
historical periods with artifacts,
arms and statues of Augustus,
Julius Caesar and the like. Its
outstanding feature is a 25-by-
25-foot model of ancient Rome,
still under construction.
TO REPLENISH energy lost
inhis excursions, Valente feasted
on "pasta" dishes (which is all
types of macaroni) along with
the infinite variety of ice creams
available.
"I could not adapt to the
coffee-and-roll breakfast, the
Italian first meal of theday," he
stated.
The history buff satisfied a
desire from grade school days,
when he found thelocation of the
Sublicius Bridge along the Tiber
upon which Horatius single-
handedly beat back theattacking
soldiers of Etruria.
"But, of course, the historic
wooden bridge was no longer
there," he said.
A return trip is in ordersince
Valente hopes to visit Rome
again, perhaps with the S.U.
group leaving in June.
throughRome byspeakinga sort
of pig-Italian and lots of it to be
understood.
He was told at one point the
wayto talk in Italian is by using
both tongue and hands as all
Italians do, he said.
Romans are good, normal
peopleyet,according toValente,
"In Rome,like in all cities, they
are in a hurry."
HISTORY WAS a major
reason for his visit and Dr.
Valente explored many sights
and ruins in Rome, sometimes
with Bisciglia and the students
and sometimes alone.
Among the 400 churches in
Rome, he lists St. Peter's, St.
Mary Major, St. John Lateran
and St. Paul Outside the Wall,
referring to the partiallyexisting
wall from ancient Rome, as the
most striking.
The churches' interiors were
displays of magnificent artistry.
by Chris Bierman
For Dr. Frank Valente, S.U.
professor emeritus in physics,
Rome was the seat of civilization
and a city of intrigue after his
visit to Rome with Fr. X. Bix-
ciglia, S.J., assistant professorof
languagearts, and S.U. students
participating in the Italian
language summer program.
This was Valente's first trip to
Rome although he was born in
Padula, acity 60 miles south of
Salerno. He immigrated to the
U.S. with hisparentsat the ageof
three.
Rome Center of Liberal Arts
of Loyola University of Chicago1
was his and the students' tem-
porary home during a 35-day
stay. It contained lodgings,
classrooms and a restaurant.
VALENTE'S personal in-
terest in Roman history and a
desire to visit his birthplace
brought him back to Rome and
Italy.
"It is an amazing town," he
said; "ruins are all over, you
would be surprised."
The city is actually threecities
in one,he said. There is ancient
Rome, with its vast and in-
describable ruins; old Rome,ex-
hibited in the architectures of
history after the Roman Em-
pire's fall; and modern Rome,a
city of three million withmodern
buildings, bustling traffic, wide
boulevards and parks.
GREENERY IS everywhere
because, as one Roman told
Valente, "Without them, we
would all be dead,"referring to
the exhaust from cars, motor-
cycles and buses.
Rome's traffic is like "aswarm
of angry bees; the bus drivers
have the fastest reflexes of any
I've seen: they go fast and stop
quickly," Valente said.
Valente said he made his way
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Dowd shows economic jaws Powers offers new
way to grade profs
—
pholoby garymckinner
Merle Dowd
sixty per cent; gross national
product is up 243 per cent;
money supply has increased by
over 1,200 per cent, he said.
THE FEDERAL government
is deluding the economy with
paper money. Dowd said the
federal government would be in
the same trouble as New York
only, "they just keep printing
more money."
He also criticized our educa-
tion system for not educating
students in economics. He said
the average person doesn't even
know what type of economy the
United States runs on. Many
secondary schools don't even
offer a course in economics, he
explained.
The lack of enthusiasm in
economics surfaced yesterdayas
only five people showed up to
listen to Dowd speak.
Dowd gave manyhelpful tips
on investing money and ways to
beat inflation. The talk, spon-
sored by ASSU, was a
rescheduled event because of
poor turn out earlier. Dowd
thanked those who were there
and in a private interview with
The Spectator afterwards, said
he would never speak at S.U.
again.
should be usedrather than infla-
tion is "delution".
Since 1940 population in the
United States has increased by
by Tom Parker
Professor Merle Dowd,
author of eight books and a
column that appearsregularly in
the Seattle Times, spoke on the
S.U. campus last Tuesday. His
topic was,"Are the sharp jawsof
inflation devouringyou?"
Dowd spent the major part of
the hour-long presentation ex-
plaining whyweareexperiencing
a sharp incline in inflation and
measures wecan take to curve it.
"It is going to take averybold
move by the federal govern-
ment," Dowd said, tostop infla-
tion and the recession.
DOWD-TALKED of Presi-
dent Ford's proposed $5 billion
cut in deficit spending, saying
that it will cost 250,000 people
their jobs.
His own proposal is to cut
every government employe in-
cluding the president's salary by
five percent. This would cut the
budget by $20 billion. He said
that the government will have to
take drastic action like this if
they ever hope to solve the
problem. He accused politicians
of being too concerned with be-
ing re-elected to get their job
done.
Dowd said the word that
by Colleen Kahili
"Evaluation is necessary on
every level of life," James G.
Powers, S.J., dean of Arts and
Sciences, said.
With the helpofDr.J.Robert
Larson, sociology; James E.
Parry, history; and Dr.James L.
Stark,foreign languages;Powers
proposed in January a new
method of evaluating teachers
for the College of Arts and
Sciences. The various chairmen
then submitted it to the faculty.
"So far Ihave received three
responsesfrom facultymembers.
But it takes a while to read the
proposal, so in time we'll be
getting more replies," Powers
said. After the faculty hasreadit,
the executive committee, chair-
man and program directors of
arts and sciences will attempt to
work out a policy.
FOR THE past few years, the
ASSU has been sponsoring
teacher evaluations but hasgiven
the responsibility to the ad-
ministration. Bob Casey, first
ASSU vice president, said, "It
was hard for us to run the
Rome 'isanamazing town' says Valente
evaluations because it's such a
massive job.It costs $500."
Casey said he hopes all the
departmentsinstigate evaluation
programs as arts and sciences is
trying to do. "We don't bedoing
it anymore, but we want teacher
, evaluations to be a positive tool
to upgrade materials. We don't
want to alienate teachers or use
the evaluations like report
cards," Casey said.
Powers' proposed method
which stresses instruction
methods, involves five steps.
First an evaluation committee,
composed of three faculty
members, is appointed. Under
his plan, members would be
selected by the dean of the
college, the department chair-
man and the faculty member
being evaluated. Two out of the
three committee members visit
the classroom and pass out
evaluation forms to students.
THE EVALUATION
committee would then give
students' opinions to the depart-
ment chairman. The chairman
would add his comments with
the views of persons outside the
committee. These evaluations
would be passed to the dean of
the particular department, and
later to the academic vice presi-
dent who will give the
evaluations to the administra-
tion.
"That's where the buck stops,"
Powers said.
He pointed out that it is dif-
ficult to judge a professor.
"He's more thana teacher. He
may appear to instruct well, but
we want to find out how well
read he is;how profound he is.
And being a professor involves
reading, publication of
materials, and speaking
engagements."
Powers added, however,
teacher evaluation at S.U.
centers primarily around per-
sonalized instruction because of
the University's size.
"When there's personalism,
there's caring. And when there's
caring, there's performance. The
purpose of the evaluation is to
preserve the best of the past and
to integrate it with thegood," he
said.
Classifieds
V >
Two bedroom housenearS.U.,$150. Sincere and conscientious young
525-6329 after 5. Available im- men
" *omen seekin9 to better
mediately mankind. Living expenses provided.— Opportunity to travel. Extensive
leadership training. Call 9-5, 525-
4854.
A lady, good driver, live in, wages,
HhhbMMMB^I light house work, references. Call
Students to relax and take abreak.. evenings. Phone 524-4234.
S1.25 pitchers after S.U. home ■VMHBH||Mgames. Also Friday noon till six. Hm&a^JH
Sundance 1021 E. Pike. Party kegs 74 128SL FIAT. Excel, cond. Offers
onlv *24- accepted. 365-6681.
Spectrum
TODAY
Spectator: I p.m. meeting,
third floor McCusker. New
members welcome.
TUESDAY
A Phi O's: 6:30 meeting in
Alumni House basement.
HAPPY HOUR
After Chieftain Games
FORUM TAVERN
722 E. Pike
Telephone 323-9583
$1.25 pitchers 25$ beers
Games and Fresh Sandwiches
*SEE EUROPE
At Lowest Charter Fares
747's- DClo's-DCB's
*Vancouver, B.C. - Seattle Departure
(Slightly Higher)
ASK US FOR YOUR:" Train Passes— Adult & Youth" Youth Fares To Europe" Student I.D. Cards" International Drivers License" Car Rentals & Leases" Hostel Cards" Low Fares To The Orient
call 1 32235101 *
BQUDA7 HOUSE —^A
Travel Service jaBBS W
201 Harvard Aye. E. xJpSi jEw*^
Student directories
available for a buck
A meet-the-candidate forum
of all contenders in winter
quarterelections is scheduled for
2 p.m. Feb. 13 in Tabard Inn.
Candidates for ASSU, judicial
board and four senate seat
positions will present their plat-
forms and beavailable toanswer
questions.Freerefreshments will
be served.
All candidates areexpectedto
attend. Theevent is sponsoredby
the Veteran's club.
If you were wondering what
had happened to the annually
published student directories.
Sears Foundation
grants $3,500
In accepting the grant, John
Lawlor, S.J., executive vice
president, said, "We are deeply
grateful for the continuing sup-
port the Sears-Roebuck Foun-
dation has shown toward S.U.,
and it is very encouraging that
the foundation holds private
highereducation inhighregard."
A grant of $3,500 from the
Sears-Roebuck Foundation of
Seattle wasmade to S.U. recent-
iy.
The grant was made under the
unrestricted grant program of
the Sears-Roebuck Foundation,
which will distribute over $20,-
000 to nine private colleges in
Washington this year.
What's happening?
S.U.has been invited toaregattaat the U.W. Feb. 13 and
14. Theschool willbeeligible for other regattas thisspringifan
active team can be found.
. . . ALL FRESHMEN WITH IDEAS FOR FRESHMEN
ACTIVITIESshould attend ameeting at noon Feb. 25 in the
Chieftain conference room. For more information call 626-
6405 and ask for Randy... . SWANS WILL MEET AT NOON WEDNESDAY IN
L.A. 307. The office of vice president is open to interested
persons.
... WANT A NEW SKIING EXPERIENCE? Try the Ski
club's three day-three night trip to Mt.Bachelor, near Bend,
Ore. from Feb. 13-16.
Cost is $74 which includes transportation toandfrom the
slopes. Discount lift tickets will be available.
Thegroupwillstayat Innof the Seventh Mountain,which
has a restaurant, coffee lounge, heated pool, sauna and ice-
skating rink.
Chartered buses willdepart Boeing field at4 p.m. Feb. 13
and return at 9 p.m. Feb. 16. Reservations are limited to the
first forty-two peoplewho signup.CallAnnor Barb,623-0707.
...THEFIRSTINA SERIESOFBROWNBAGLUNCHES
WILL BEGIN ATNOON TODAY in the Chieftain lounge.
Hamida Bosmajian, S.U. English professor, will speak on
"Metaphorsof Evil Within the Healing Power of Literature."
Coffee will be served. The series is sponsored by AWS.
... TABARDINNNIGHT IS SCHEDULED FROM 8-11
P.M. SUNDAY in Tabard Inn. Two bands willplay, Border
Song and Rosewood and Steele. Admission is $1 and
refreshments will be served. Border Song will sell theiralbum
"Border Song" after the performance.... A JOINT MEETING OF I.K.S AND I.K. LITTLE
SISTERS is scheduled for 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Chieftain
cafeteria.
...ROBERTRHODE, guitarist, willperform from 2-5 p.m.
tomorrow in Tabard Inn. Admission is 75 cents. Free
refreshments will be served.
Does scripture address the
question ofan all male ministry?
This will be one of the topics
covered when William Sullivan,
S.J., S.U. provost, and Diana
Bader, 0.P., office of religious
education, discuss "Womens'
Ordination to the Priesthood" at
noon Wednesday in the upper
Chieftain lounge.
ARTICLES pro and con on
the subject are available on the
reserve shelf of the A. A.
Lemieux Library for those who
wish to prepare for the discus-
sion.
Other questions to be con-
sidered are: How is the will of
Godmadeknown to theChurch?
Are there anysubstantialreasons
which call for the ordination of
women in the Roman Catholic
church? Does the issue of
womens' ordination have
anything todo with theChurch's
mission of liberation? What im-
plications does this question
hold for the image and structure
of the Church today? Will tradi-
tion in the Catholic Church
allow for the possibility of
women priests?
The discussion issponsoredby
AWS.
Priesthood
for ladies?
A limited number of direc-
tories will be available onafirst-
come, first-served basis begin-
ning today in the Bookstore,
Pigott 153, the ASSU offices or
the vice president for students'
office.
THE DIRECTORIES cos-
Si. They contain names, phone
numbers and addresses for on
and off-campus students. An
added feature of thisyear'sdirec-
tory are the numbers of faculty
and staff.
The ASSU and Pi Sigma Ep-
silon, marketingclub, published
the directory.
wonder no more.
... A SENIOR NURSING STUDENTS' RETREAT IS
SCHEDULED from Friday evening, Feb. 20, to Saturday
morning, Feb. 21.See posters oncampus for further informa-
tion. Sign-up sheets will be available until Wednesday.
... "AN EVENINGINAUSTRIA" willbepresentedat 7:30
p.m. today in Chez Moi, Bellarmine Hall.... THERE WILL BE A GROUP MEDITATION for all
transcendental meditators from 7-8 p.m. Sunday in the
Stimson Room of the A.A.Lemieux Library.A special video
tape presentation will also be shown.. . . SKI CLUBWILL LEAVEAT4:45 P.M.TOMORROW
for the trip to Alpental. Cost is $5.50 for non-members,$5 for
members.
... SENIOR NURSES INTERESTEDIN HELPING ON
DECORATIONS FOR THESENIORBANQUET will meet
atIp.m. Mondayin L.A.307.If unable toattend,callColleen
Larson, 325-6248.
. . . ATTENTION I.K. LITTLE SISTERS! AN IMPOR-
TANTMEETING todiscuss upcomingevents isscheduled for
6 p.m. Tuesday in Bellarmine Hall conference room.
. . . NURSING STUDENTS! THE DETAILS ABOUT
SIGMA THETA TAU,nursinghonorary, will beexplainedat
a 7:30 p.m. meeting Monday on the second floor of the
Chieftain. Free refreshments will be served.
.. . DOES A TRIPALONG THE OLDOREGON TRAIL
ON HORSEBACK SOUND EXCITING? Come to Bellar-
mine Hall,room224, at8 p.m. tonight for ameeting ofall those
interested.
. . . SENIORS, THERE'S GOING TO BE A SENIOR
PARTY! Plans for a senior partyand senior springactivities
will be discussed from 1-2 p.m. Monday in the Chieftain
conference room.
If questions arise, call Michael Hackett, senior class
president, 329-5985.. . . POTENTIAL SAILORS INTERESTED IN INTER-
COLLEGIATE SAILING should attend a meeting at Ip.m.
tomorrow in the ASSU office.
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New$$$ to improve SAGA Pathfinders like
winter campingsaid. "We would like to do thepaneling ourselves and are look-
ing for anyone on campus with
carpentryexperiencetohelpus."
Dorm floors may alternate
timeperiods in theChezMoi.To
eat in the Chez Moi, the extra
line would run through the
kitchen. Overall result is shorter
waiting lines.
Students are beingasked what
to do and how the moneymight
be spent through their dorm
representatives. Larkin and
Mike Bauccio, director of food
service, presented the plan to
dorm council last month.
specifications for students. The
money will come in July, 1976,
Larkin said.
"I WANT students to have a
say in the use of the money,"
Larkin said, "but Ido not want
garbage stuff bought."
The Chez Moi, which may
accommodate the additional
line, is also under consideration
for remodeling, according to
Randy Grotem, dorm council
president.
"The projects include the
ceilings painted, drapes, car-
peting and paneling," Grotem
SAGA corporation, S.U.s
food service,has donated several
thousand dollars to the Univer-
sity to improve the food service
at S.U.
One suggestion is to use the
money to accommodate Bellar-
mine dining hall toa third food
line through the Chez Moi, thus
alleviating the one longline that
presently trails down the dining
room entrance hall and into the
lobby of Bellarmine.
Mick Larkin, S.J., vice presi-
dent for students, negotiated a
long-term contract with SAGA,
which included the donated
moneyfor S.U. foodservicewith
Extra moneybuys food lit
Stabilize World Population;
Population, Resources, En-
vironment; Food Day
Organizers Manual; Global
Justice and Development:
Report of the Aspen In-
terreligious Consultation.
THE U.S. and World
Development: Agenda for Ac-
tion, 1975; Hungeron Spaceship
Earth; Diet for a Small Planet;
Focusing onGlobal Povertyand
Development, A Resource Book
for Educators;a resource packet
from National University Con-
ference on Hunger; Poverty in
American Democracy: A Study
of Social Power; Bread for the
World and Our Daily Bread.
The following periodicals are
available in Foran's office,
Marian 201:
Alternatives,FoodActionEx-
change, Network, The New
Internationalist and Transition.
Money left from transporta-
tion costs to the National
HungerConference inTexaslast
November was used by Don
Foran, S.J., to purchase books
and periodicals for the hunger
program.
The following books are
available in the A.A. Lemieux
Library: By Bread Alone; In the
Human Interest: A Strategy to
Candidates
meet soon
ticipants were free to do what
they wished after setting up
camp.Most of the group sought
vantage points to view Mt.
Rainier, Mt. St. Helens, Mt.
Adams and Mt. Hood in
Oregon.
The Pathfinders areplanning
their next hike for Feb. 21-22.
The hike will take them to areas
near Mt.Rainier. Anystudent or
facultymember isencouragedto
go.
The Pathfinders completed
their second hike of the quarter
last weekend at Reflection
Lakes. Winter camping was the
central themeof theexcursionas
thegroupspentthe night inorder
to acquaint themselves with
winter camping.
Seventeen S.U. students
gathered at the student union
building early Saturday to start
the trip. The 1x/ix/imile hike began
at mid-morning and the par-
S.U.s swim club competed in
two swim meets recently, losing
toHighline Community College,
92-38, and to Pacific Lutheran
University, 110-28.
Against Highline, the 12-
member teamearned three first-
place wins. Beth Collins placed
first in the 50-yard freestyle with
a time of 27.90. Collins also
placed first in the 50-yard
breaststroke. Kristie Gustafson
alsoearned first placein the 100-
yard backstroke with a time of
1:12.36.
Coach Jim Wilson saidhe was
pleased with the team's perfor-
mance against Highline."You'll
have to remember we're just a
rookie club," Wilson said.
S.U.s swim club competed in
two meets last weekend. On
Thursday, it was out-
distanced by the University of
The S.U. Chieftains, trailing
by 10points midway throughthe
half, beat the Utah State Uni-
versity Aggies, 79-73, last Satur-
day evening for one of their two
road victories,before 7,750fans.
In the win the Chiefs wereled
by James Day, 13; Bucky
O'Brien, 10; Clint Richardson,
18, and Kevin Suther, 15; all
scoring indouble figures. Reggie
Green, Jerome Maultsby, Jerry
"Horse" Lee and Jim Low also
contributed to the victory. Utah
State only had three men in
double figures and three other
players getting any points.Clint
led the Chiefs with 1 1 rebounds.
The Las VegasRunnin' Rebels
lived up to their rating as the
nation's highest scoring and
third-ranked team as it blitzed
the Chiefs,107-77,at Las Vegas.
LAS VEGAS' Eddie Owens
scored eight points in the first
few minutes, which boosted the
Rebels to a 20-6 lead, nine
minutes into the game. S.U.
narrowed the gap, 24-17, but
lagged at halftime, 53-30.
The Rebel machine
steamrolled the Chiefs in the
second half leading all the way.
S.U. came close, opening the
second half as the Chiefs ripped
off 11 straight but it was in vain
as the Rebels poured on the p-
ower, outlasted the Chiefs and
went on tovictory. A total of54
fouls, 35 turnovers, and a .406
S.U.fieldgoalshootingled tothe
demise of the Chiefs.
S.U. was led by the scoring
points of Day, 19; O'Brien, 14;
Green, 12; Richardson, 10 and
Maultsby, 10. Las Vegas, on the
other hand had four men in
double figures and points from
every player on the team. The
Rebels poured on the points to
avenge its near loss to theChiefs
last month.
The Chieftains now have a
better conference record than
their overall record. The team
will be out to boost its record
against Reno and St. Mary's
tonight and Saturday night.
Tonight the S.U. Chieftains
take on the University of
Nevada, Reno Wolfpack, who
will comestalkinginto theArena
just ahalf-game out of firstplace
in the West Coast Athletic Con-
ference.
S.U.returns to thehomecourt
after a welcomed victory at
Logan, Utah, over Utah State,
bringing with them a season
record of 7 wins, 12 losses.
UNR's leader of the pack,68."
forward Pete Padgett, has been
the top rebounder in the WCAC
for three years. The Wolfpack's
freshman center, 610" Edgar
Jones from New Jersey, was one
of the most highly recruited
players in the East last year.
On Saturday night the Gaels
of St. Mary's blow into Seattle,
putting their running game to
work under the direction of
coach Frank LaPorte. The
Gaels' top scorer and rebounder
is 63"guard,Ralph Walker, who
averages 19 pointsagame.
Probable S.U. starters for
tonight's and Saturday night's
game are forwards James Day,
6'B" and Kevin Suther, 69";
guards "Buck" O'Brien,6'l"and
Clint Richardson, 63",and 6'B"
center Jerry "Horse" Lee.
Swim club falls
to Highline, PLU
Puget Sound, 74-49, and on
Saturday it participated in the
Central Washington State
College Women's Invitational
meet.
At the CWSC meet,S.U.plac-
ed fifth,losing toCWSC, 116-18,
to Highland Community
College, 93-30, to Eastern
Washington State College, 81-
34, to Whitworth, 61-38, and
defeating Western Washington
State College 53-36. Kristi
Gustafson came in second in the
100 backstroke with a time of
1:11.7.
The swim club willcompete at
2 p.m., Feb. 14 at Highline
against the University of British
Columbia, University of Idaho
and the University of Montana.
The team will compete again 6
p.m., Feb. 17, at S.U. against
University of Puget Sound.
Intramurals
K. O. Donohoe
Correction: The Spectator erroneously reported that the
Connolly P.E. Center had band-aids available for small
injuries. One of our researchers reports that the center no
longer extends this courtesy.
THERE SEEMS to be a slight misunderstanding on the
significance of the title: K. O. Donohoe. It is not a fictitious
name, rather my initials. My full name is Kevin Owen
Donohoe andsportseditor untilChuck Curtis returns from L.
A., if he comes back at all.
IF YOU are interested in finding the real sports action
here on campus,a personmerely has to visit the Chieftainfor
some unique excitement.
In this certain sport youdon't dribble a basketball,chase
and kick a speckledsoccer balldowna frozen field or evenhita
leather sphere into space. These sportsmen engage daily in
heated competition on an electronic machine. The game?
Pinball.
Thepinball wizardscanbe seenatany timeduring theday.
All youcanhear in the Chieftainor Tabardis theroar ofpeople
and the pinball machines ringing and clattering away with
intermittent swearing and argumentation. The mere look on
this "certain breed ofcats" faceashis sweatypalmsactivate the
flippers is enough to scare away even the toughest guy on
campus. The only break in the action comes when the cash
register lady screams: "Grilled cheese." The competitor runs
over and wolfs down a sandwich then returns to the game.
So,if youwant tobe partofit andexperience the "thrill of
victory and theagonyofdefeat"skate ondown to theChieftain
and watch or play this pressure sport. Competition will
continue throughout the year.
AT 4 P.M. SATURDAY, the S.U. women's gymnastics
team hosts an invitational gymnastics meet at the Seattle
Center Arena. They will entertain University of Montana,
U.W. and WSU.
A CRUCIALGAME confronts the Chieftainbasketball
team tonight at the Arena. S.U. faces Nevada, Renowhichhas
a4-2 WCACrecord. It isessential that the fans give our teama
lot of support as it is an important game. Get your lungs in
shape for some heavy screaming at tonight's confrontation.
THE OLYMPICS opened up yesterday at Innsbruck,
Austria,onkind of asour note.It wasreportedinTuesday'sP-
Ithat there wasa lot of dissensionbrewing toward the head of
the Olympics. The women's argument is that it is unfair togive
women a sex test and not the men.
This sex test is just a smear from inside the jaw and if
laboratory tests prove that there is a preponderance of male
hormones the competitor is declared ineligible for women's
competition.
Some of the women think it to be funny, others are
outraged that theyare subjected to such a test. 1feel that it isa
valid test to insure that some of theplayersaren't taking some
sort of hormonepill to improve their performance. But if the
test is so simple, why can't both sexes take it just to keep
equality. One of the irate women wasreportedtosay thatsome
of the male figure skaters might well be included to take the
test.
Notice
The intramural department is
sponsoring the First Annual
S.U. Mid-Winter Open Raquet-
ball Tournament. Students,
faculty and staff may enter by
signingup beforenoon Feb.12in
theathletic office attheConnolly
P.E. Center. Play will beginFeb.
16. There will be separate tour-
naments for men and women.
Jan. 27
"B" League
Unwed Fathers, 46; Third Meatheads,45; Aliis,39
Floor Xavier, 39 Vallery's All Stars, 70-Virginia Mason, 70; No Knights, 17
Names, 38 Panthers, 31; Jim Ratz, 24Saga, 62; Alpha, 40 Nanu, 36; Heimskringla, 34
"A" League
Strawdogs,40; Jazz 39 Rowdies, II;IKaiKa, 10
Matais over Proletariat
(forfeit)
Jan. 29
"B" League
Third Floor Xavier over Alpha, 40; No Names, 27Knights (forfeit) Virginia Mason,57; Trippers,
Jim Ratz over UnwedFathers 43
(forfeit) Rangers,49; Heimskringla, 25Meatheads, 67; Panthers, 26 Saga, 48; Nanu 39Aliis,51; Vallery's A.S., 44
"A" League
Brewers, 96; Proletariat, 44 Jazz, 52; Matais, 43
Next Week's Games
B League
Feb. 10
6 p.m.- Knights vs. Unwed 9 p.m.— No Names vs. Saga;
Fathers Vallery's A. S. vs.
7 p.m.— Jim Ratz vs. Aliis Meatheads
8 p.m. -Heimskringla vs. 10 p.m.— Nanu vs. Trippers;
Virginia Mason; Rangers Third Floor Xavier vsvs. Alpha Panthers
"A"League
Feb. 5
5 p.m.- Brewers vs. Matais 6:15 p.m. StrawDogs vs.
Jazz
Feb. 10
6 p.m.— Straw Dogs vs. 7 p.m.— Jazz vs. Brewers
Matais 8 p.m.-Foxes vs. IKaiKa
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Chieftains
bop Utags
Chiefshunt Pack,
encounter Gaels
Sports
by Teresa Wippel
IIlow to make your last two
years of college mean even
Imore...at Seattle university
Take th<* Army ROTC IhuVmi officer while you're working onyour
Program. college degree. Karniugan extra SIOO
If you'vejuslahmil completed a munth,up lo ten month* a year,
your second year of college,and you're And two yearslater, you'll
planningon two more, it's mil too late graduate with yourdegree, your enm-
lo take Army ROTC mission as an Army officer, .mil
You start with six-weeks of llasic somereal experience at leadingand* .imp(you'lll>e paid for it)between managingpeople,
your sophomore and junior years, and The last two yearsof college
can compete for a scholarship. meana lot. lake the Army ROTC
then il's hack lo school in the Two-Year program .mil \ou can make
fall. Learning him to hecome an Army them meana lot more.
■ U' Profrsior of Military Science /"Io^TS
1
*" mU Mm ~ ■» I Seattle University fittt lIP. JM■f^ r^^,l Seattle, Washington 98122 ill!,£/^ BNB m I'IB Ph0nr 6265775 v_^ iw^^^^^^HhS^h*H Ir"mc more about theJ| "^M '■ Army ROTC 2-Year Program.
*b Rp jft Mr/M* i%rt Bfi^B^^*<*^,Address IBv^rr^P'' ■ * tAt) Count\ H
TV
Thurs:10 p.m.
—
Harry O(4)— Theexpurgatedclips from The
Story of O.
10 p.m.— The Waltons— Exposed to radiation leak, John-
Boy grows two feet and pony tail,moves to the woods and
exhibits odd leaping behavior.
Fri: 9 p.m.
—
'The Getaway" (7)— Steve McQueen and Ali
McGraw in imitation "Bonnie and Clyde." Sam Peckinpah
directed.
9 p.m.
—
Masterpiece Theater (9)— "Upstairs, Downstars."
ContinuingBBC program of British household.
11 p.m.— The Untouchables (11)— The continuing saga of
the struggle for liberation of India's lowest caste. Robert
Stack stars.
Sat: 9 p.m.— Winter Olympics(4)— International incidents
competition. Finalists from the PLO, IRA, Japanese Red
Army and The George Jackson Brigade compete.
9p.m.— "The General (9)— Buster Keaton's hilarious,silent
classic. Keaton fights the Civil War from a moving train.
Sun: 3:30 p.m.— "Prescription Murder" (5)— Hit man takes
two hours to do the job because he can't read handwritten
instructions.
6:30 p.m.— World At War (7)— 1933-1941.
8 p.m.— TheSixMillion DollarMan (4)— SteveAustingets
introuble on flood-controlmission inEverett.Rescuers race
against time, following weak cries of "Oilcan . . . oilcan.. ." Jack Haley guest stars.
Mon:8 p.m. China's History Unearthed (9)— Filmof Chinese
artifact exhibition in San Francisco.
10 p.m.
—
Jigsaw John (5)— Early days of leader of The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.
10 p.m.— The First Churchills (9)— Battle of Blenheim.
Tues: 9 p.m.
—
Police Woman (5)— Kinkiest show on televi-
sion.
9:30p.m.— TheFirstChurchills (9)— Humour fromBritain.
Wed:5p.m.— MaryHartman,MaryHartman(5)— Mary buys
a muu-muu for prize trip toPago Pagobut finds that it's for
Walla Walla, Mary buy a muu-muu for prize trip to Pago
Pago but finds it's for Walla Walla.
9 p.m.— Great Performances (9)— "The Mound Builders."
Adultry and murder at Indian archeological dig.
9:30 p.m.— The Dumplings (5)— The more cushion, the
more pushion.
miscellaneous
Watercolor Exhibition— Excellent works by Paul Thomas
Mullally,S.U.grad. A.A.Lemieux Library toFeb.15. Special
plastic sensors have been set up at turnstile for squirt-gun
detection.
Kinks Concert— The Kinks perform the stage version of
their latest album "Schoolboy In Disgrace." 8 p.m., Friday,
Paramount Northwest.
by Tom Parker
In a time of computers and
mass technology, RobertM.Pir-
sig has written a book that asks
the reader to stopand question
the values of society.
The book, Zenand the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, starts
in mid-America and by the time
it reaches the coastof California,
Pirsig has revealed to the reader
ashatteringexperienceofhuman
thought and development.
Taking thereaderalongonthe
backseat of his motorcycle, Pir-
sigdevelops twomain streamsof
thought. The author combines
his character's struggle for
himself and son, with his search
for quality values.
PIRSIG painstakingly por-
traysamandesparatelyinsearch
of himself and truth. He in-
tertwines thepastand thepresent
to give the reader a paved path
into his characters mind. Using
the pasttoexplainthecharacters
different levels of consciousness,
the author stresses the impor-
tance of the "hereness and the
nowness."
understanding sees it primarily
in terms of immediate
appearance," he writes.
Contrary to the counter
culture revolution Pirsig
attempts to outline a way to the
understanding of technology.
HE SAYS weshouldnot look
at technology as a whole and
then give up because of the
overwhelming complexity of it
all.Rather, we shouldattempt to
understand itso wecanuse itand
not have it use us.
Throughthe entire book,con-
stant awareness is demanded of
the reader. Startling insights,
which if not read carefully may
be passed over. Pirsig raises
many questions in his book
which he leaves for thereader to
answer for himself.
Zenandthe ArtofMotorcycle
Maintenance is assured to have
an impact onyou asa reader, it
may even change your outlook
towards reality. It is an unusual
journey that could effect the
qualities you search for in your
daily life.
His style thoughout is loose
but exact. The story skips
through levels of consciousness
with clarity and conciseness.
From painting a picturesque
scene of the mountains ofMon-
tana, theauthor transcends deep
into his characters inner
thoughts. The transition for the
reader is clear and understan-
dable.
If you are buying the book for
the purpose oflearning the artof
motorcycle maintenance, you
are going to be disappointed.
However youmay be pleasantly
surprised with what you do
learn.
The book, might give you a
bright new outlook toward
motorcycle maintenance and
technology in general. The
motorcycle maintenance,__
however, is used only as the
corner stone for the two modes
oflookingat technologyand life.
THE TWO modes of reason-
ingare,"classicalandromantic".
"A classical understanding sees
the world primarily as an un-
derlying form itself. A romantic
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Joni's latest jazzy, profound arts & entertainment
life,but it throws a curve at the
end. The "hissing of summer
lawns" is "the lady's choice." Is
that satiric?
In "The Boho Dance," a
successful entertainer returns to
acheapclub where shebeganher
career and meets down-and-out
entertainer friend. Sheconcludes
that he is trapped in that world
and that she is bound by none.
He romanticizes over "books
where artists in noble pover-
ty/Go like virgins to the grave."
Incidentally, there are two
errors in the cover transcription
of "The Boho Dance,"a serious
error considering that Mitchell
obviously wants tobe thoughtof
as a poet.
"HARRY'S House—Center-
piece" wasn't written by
Mitchell, but it too contains
some fine lyrics, along the same
lines as "Hissing." It features
some nice blues piano by Joe
Sample.
"Sweet Bird" is one of the
weaker tunes, and is a return to
Mitchell's earlier simple songs,
with light guitar and piano.
"Shadows and Light" is a
strange, paradoxical discussion
of the devil,man and god,sung
almosttotallya capellabymulti-
tracked Mitchell, in a kind of
Gregorian chant.
The production oh the album
follows the current popular
trend; it is slick, clean and
spacey. With several other ar-
tists' new albums. Rod Stewart,
Paul Simon and Eric Clapton,
for example, this clean produ-
cion haspartially robbed them of
vitality.
With Mitchell, however, it
only has helped.Perhaps this is
due to her dry, sophisticated
style or the slick sterility of her
subject matter. But maybe it's a
measure of her talent; she uses,
and is not stifled- by,the produc-
tion.
The effect is basic and startling,
especially inanalbum asgeneral-
lyhigh-brow as this,but the beat
gets monotonousafter repeated
listening.
"Edith and the Kingpin"
echoes the same themes as
"Down to You" on Court and
Spark: A small-town stud anda
cheappick-up find unhappiness.
Again there are references to the
jungle. When Edith wins the
Kingpin, "claws" are withdrawn
and Edith hears a frantic
"mysterious song" while in bed.
"Don't Interrupt the Sorrow,"
singled out on the liner notesas
important, is strange.Thesongis
filled with jungle and Christian
imagery. "Seventeen
glasses/Rhine wine/Milk of the
Madonna/Clandestine ... It
takes a heart like Mary these
days/ When your man gets
weak."
ONE POSSIBLE problem
with the album is that many of
the songssoundalmost the same,
until heard repeatedly.Inall but
two, the sound is mellow and
jazzy, with a great emphasis on
the vocals. The tune floats along
in the background,almost as an
irritant.
This starts as a problem,but
ultimately speaks to the unity of
the disk. The music flows
togetherin themanner pioneered
by the Beatles on the second side
of Abbey Road.
"Shades of Scarlet Con-
quering"is anexplorationof the
mind of a repressed Southern
belle, a dying breed, Mitchell
says.She livesin a fantasymovie
world of "Gone with the Wind"
covering"her eyesin the X-rated
scenes."
THE FIRST three songs on
side twoarea returntothe theme
of savage civilization. The title
track is a somewhat typical in-
dictment of fenced-in suburban
by Joe Guppy
With her latest album, The
HissingofSummer Lawns, Joni
Mitchell has movedevenfarther
from her old image as a
folksinger.
The old Joni turned out sim-
ple, sometimes obvious and
propogandistic songs like "Big
Yellow Taxi"and"Woodstock."
Like Bob Dylan and Paul
Simon, Mitchell began naive,
reflecting the innocence of the
Woodstock generation.
Since then her music has
grownincreasingly complexand
she is now the number one
creative female talent inpopular
music.
THE SIMPLE piano and
guitar arrangements have
become complex and jazzy,with
horns and synthesizer. Her
lyrics, always bizarre, have
become downright artisitic.
She now discusses insanity
("Trouble Child" on Court and
Spark), nostalgia ("In France
They Kiss on Main Street), and
metaphysical conceits
("Shadowsand Light.")
Her favorite target, modern
sophisticated society, hasn't
changed, but her barbs are
sharper and more twisted,mak-
ing them bitedeeper withgreater
effect.
THE THEME of Hissing of
Summer Lawns is the
Rousseauian idea of
sophisticated society as savage.
The cover, by far her best, is a
Mitchell original of six dark-
skinned tribesmen hauling a
huge snake through tall grassup
towards achapel on theoutskirts
of amoderncity.Off to theleft is
a suburban house with a blue
swimming pool,presumably the
one in which Joni is languishing
for the inside photo, listening to
the sinister hissing of summer
lawns.
Side one starts off withapre-
programmed AMhit,"InFrance
They Kiss On Main Street," the
weakest tune on the album. It is
about growing up in the fifties
when rock 'n' roll began,a well-
worn theme.The guitar attempts
to rock out, but even the slurs
and chops sound premeditated;
they're not crimes of passion.
"THEJUNGLELine"isa trip
to thesteaming savageryofa jazz
nightclub. A steady,heavybeat,
created witha moogbyMitchell
and warrior drums, rumbles
along behind Mitchell's vocals.
'Motorcycle Maintenance'
Author explores modern values
So Yer Bored. . .
films
The Magic Flute— Ingmar Bergman's latest,an adaption
of Mozart's opera. Enjoyable even if you can't stand opera.
Excellent photographyand acting. At Varsity.
Swept Away— "It left no strong impression; it was
intentionally or unintentionally ambigous. The violence
remained suspended between the kinkyand the comic andthe
island scene. If taken literally, was a stab in the back of the
women's liberation movement."— Eric Johnson, student. At
Harvard Exit.
The Hindenburg— Shallow, but with fantastic special
effects. Find out why the Goodyear Blimp doesn't use
hydrogen. At Fifth Avenue.
The Sunshine Boys— Over-rated film of Neil Simon's
play. Starring Walter Matthauand George Burns. At Everett
Cinema One, U.A.Cinema 150.
The Harder They Come— Highly touted "underground"
film about a Jamaican reggae singer's personal rebellion.
Ultimately pointless because the rebellion is against nothing
for nothing. Starring Jimmy Cliff. At University.
The Story of O— Compilation of censored scenes from
controversial TV series "Harry O". At Uptown.
Lucky Lady- Moderately funnybut very thin. If you're a
fan of Liza Minnelli,Burt Reynolds or Gene Hackman, catch
it. They filmed three different endings and drew straws. At
U.A. 150
